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THIS WEEK...

Generation Z - Technology

- We look at the
Generation Z’s nickname is ‘digital natives.’ The reason for this is because they are so obsessed with
Top 3 games and the internet, computers, iPod’s and mobile phones.
the NEW DSi XL The internet has become a worldwide obsession. Every single piece of technology has the internet
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on it. People have become addicted to Facebook with over 230,000,000 users. Msn (Windows live
messenger) is also very popular and Twitter is the new global sensation. People go on and update
their statues and follow people. Celebrities who use twitter include Matthew Perry (@langfordperry), Leighton Meester (@itmeleighton), Justin Bieber (@justinbieber), Ashton Kutcher (@aplusk),
Kim Kardashian (@KimKardashian), Mika (@mikasounds), Neil Patrick Harris (@ActuallyNPH) and
many more. Formspring is also a very new trend.You can ask people questions and people can ask
you some.You can be anonymous or you can put your name.
Apple Technology:
Apple has been around since 1976 and was called apple computer but removed computer to just
be called apple in 2007. The first iPod (iPod classic) was released in October 2001. There have been
many iPods and now the iPhone. There have been many generations of iPods and now the 5th generation iPod nano and 3rd generation iPod touch. There is also the new IPad. It is an iPod touch but
bigger. There are also computer and laptops mac and macbook air. IPods are very popular because
they are easy to listen to and they are portable. The new iPod shuffle is the smallest iPod which has
come out and looks like a battery. Which iPod is your favourite iPod? Let us know and drop us a msg
in our student voice box at the front of the Year 7 office.
By Hayley Conron and Jayme Clarence

10 Human Body Facts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

People with higher number of moles tend to live longer than
people with lesser number of moles.
Women blink twice as many times as men do.
We are about 1 cm taller in the morning than in the evening.
The life span of a taste bud is 10 days.
The hardest bone in the human body is the jawbone.
The colder the room you sleep in, the better the chances are
that you’ll have a bad dream.
The foot is the most common body part bitten by insects.
An ant’s sense of smell is as good as a Dog’s.
An Octopus has 3 hearts.
No piece of normal-size paper can be folded in half more than
7 times.

By Bianca Ritchie & Kelly Hemsley
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Football
WB 46
STK 49

Fixture Round 7
MELB v WB
ESS v PORT
WCE v HAW
COLL v NMFC
BL v FRE
GEEL v SYD
ADEL v RICH
STK v CARL

SYD 107
BL 87

NMFC 104 GEEL 161
MELB 78
RICH 53
ADEL 74
PORT 97

CARL 102
COLL 155

ESS 106
HAW 63

WCE 73
FRE 111

Stats Top 3

SPORT

Disposals
Leigh Montagna 184
Gary Ablett 178
Luke Hodge 76

By Matt Tabain

Marks
Sam Gilbert 60
Jonathan Brown 52
Travis Cloke 50

Weird Sports

Injuries
Chris Masten was playing a tremendous
game until he fell onto his knee and
walked of limping in the second quarter.
Masten hasn’t had scans yet but will be out
for a couple weeks. Hopefully it is only a
minor injury so he can only have a couple
weeks of.
Matthew Scarlet will be playing against
the Sydney Swans this weekend. Scarlett
has not played since his injuring his back
against hawthorn in round two. Scarlett
has fully recovered his back injury and will
be ready for Sydney’s new recruit Daniel
Bradshaw.

Goals
Jonathan Brown 24
Matthew Pavlich 24
Daniel Bradshaw 23

By Matt Tabain

Chess Boxing

This is a combination of chess and boxing techniques involved in one single game that
brings the power of the brain as well brawn into the same board. Boxing and chess are
alternated with every round in this game.
Rules
•
A match must consist up to eleven alternating rounds of boxing and chess.
•
The match begins with a 4 minute chess round.
•
There is a one minute break in between each round.
•
Competitors may win by knockout or achieving a knockout.
•
If the competitor fails to make a move in the chest round, he is warned and must
move in 10 seconds.
•
Repeated warnings may fall into a disqualification.

Weird Sports (cont.)
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Bossaball

Bossaball was first introduced in Spain by the Belgian Filip Eyckmans. It is very similar to volleyball but also includes
elements of soccer and gymnastics. Each side of the court has an integrated trampoline, allowing players to bounce
high enough to spike the ball, and a number of inflatable barriers. Bossaball is played in a number of countries such
as Brazil, Germany, Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Romania, Singapore, Ecuador and Saudi Arabia.
Rules
•
Each team consists of 3 – 5 players.
•
One Player is placed on the tramp while the rest of the players are placed on the Inflatable
Barriers.
•
When serving you may kick or throw the ball to make a successful serve.
•
You may only use a combination of 8 or less passers to each other before you return the ball over
the net.
•
You may toss the ball to your attacker on the tramp while in a rally.
•
Attacker must stay in the tramp at all times.
•
If the ball touches the court it is one point top the other side.
•
Three points are assigned for scoring on the tramp.
•
If the team gets a score when not serving all players must rotate their positions on the court.
•
You must score 25 points to win and be two points ahead to be awarded the set.
•
Three Sets are played in one match.

Barclay’s Premier League
Round Report

This week’s team didn’t produce any exciting games.
Title leaders Chelsea still ahead Manchester Untd by
1 point. Man U must win their last game against Stoke
City & wish that Chelsea loose or draw against Wigan
Athletic
4th spot is still up for grabs, between Man City & Tottenham. Arsenals have secured 3rd spot and can not
move.

Leading Goal Scorers:
Wayne Rooney -26
Didier Drogba -26
Darren Bent -24
Carlos Tevez -22
Frank Lampard -21

By Dimos Micheloudakis
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Funny Teacher Facts By Tyler Patrick & Aleisha Perrotta
JOHN: 		

Bites nails, snores, eat weetbix with chocolate milk.

MARC:
		

Got lost at Disney land age 12, lost passport in Sweden, eats
frozen mini apple pies.

VERA:
		

Ate prawn tails, been sky diving, owns two shingleback
lizards

Next week we want to know 3 weird things about you if you want to be one of
them then put your name and grade in the student voice box near the year 7
office

		

PROFILES

			
			
			
			

Eggie
NAME:
Egmond Molenaarr
GENERATION: X
NATIONALITY: Dutch
HOBBY:
Sport

			
If you were stranded on an Island and you can only
			
take 3 things, what would they be?
			
A knife so I can build shelter and kill animals, a ball so I can
have company and sunglasses.
If you were an animal what animal would you be?
An eagle so I can fly around, swoop down and kill magpies.
If you could be president of one country, which country would it be and
why?
Luxemburg because it’s small and would be very easy to run and less stressful.
What is your favourite thing to do outside of school?
Sleep because I love it.
If you could change one thing about you what would you change?
I would choose to run quicker because I’m as slow as snail.
What is the weirdest thing about you?
My feet, everyone says i have the ugliest feet of mankind.

		

Maria

		
NAME:
Maria Petreska
		
GENERATION: Y
		
NATIONALITY: Macedonia
		
HOBBY:
Putting makeup on
			
		
If you were stranded on an Island and you can only take 3
		
things, what would they be?
		
A laptop so I can go on the internet, my makeup because I can’t live
without it and my hair straighter so I can do my hair.
If you were an animal what animal would you be?
A cat because they are cute.
If you could be president of one country, which country would it be and
why?
Macedonia because I come from there.
What is your favourite thing to do outside of school?
Go parties.
If you could change one thing about you what would you change?
Nothing because I like the way I am.
What is the weirdest thing about you?
My makeup obsession.
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In Melbourne
Scienceworks!

This weekend how about taking a drive down to Scienceworks! There’s so much fun interactive things
for you to participate in some examples are, trying to beat Cathy Freeman’s world record, Find out what
your fitness levels are, see cooky illusions, look back in time and how about visiting the awesome planetarium! Until 17th October Scienceworks will be holding a Going Places: The technology of transport
exhibition where you can Ride a mini hovercraft, guide a blimp and land an aeroplane on the flight simulator, Control peak hour traffic with the city simulator, load cargo for a sea voyage and use solar power
to fly a plane & more! Explore how different modes of transport have shaped society. Comprising of
more than 22 hands-on exhibits, “Going Places” promises to be a wild ride. For all the information go to:
www.museumvictoria.com.au/scienceworks/.

Jersey Boys

Do you want acting, singing, excitement...... Then get down to Jersey Boys! It’s a once in a lifetime opportunity to see these fantastic performers! Jersey Boys tells the story of how four boys from the wrong
side of the tracks became one of the biggest American pop music sensations of all time - The Four
Seasons: Frankie Valli, Bob Gaudio, Tommy DeVito and Nick Massi. They wrote their own songs, invented
their own sounds and sold 175 million records worldwide - all before they were thirty! Featuring their
hit songs ‘Sherry’, ‘Big Girls Don’t Cry’, ‘Walk Like A Man’, ‘Oh, What A Night’ and ‘Can’t Take My Eyes
Off You’, among others, “Jersey Boys” is a must-see. Jersey boys is showing from 4/7/2009 – 30/6/2010 at
the princess theatre. Hurry and get to your nearest ticketek outlet otherwise last shows will sell out!

Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea

27th of May is the confirmed date of 2010’s ‘Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea’. The event raises much
needed money to help fight cancer; the goal this year is to raise a total of 12 million dollars.
Anyone can participate in the event; you can even host your own Morning Tea.You can register your own
morning tea or find a morning tea to attend by visiting http://www.biggestmorningtea.com.au/

Spot The Difference
See if you can spot the differences in these pictures! The
answers will be in next weeks Issue!

Joke Of The Week
Q: Why did the bacon laugh?
A: Because the egg cracked a yolk!
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ENTERTAINMENT

Movies By Liam Philp

Music Charts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

by Zachary Bowen

JUST SAY SO by Brian McFadden
WHATAYA WANT FROM ME by Adam Lambert
HEY, SOUL SISTER by Train
IN MY HEAD by Jason Derulo
I LIKE THAT by Richard Vision & Static Revenger
NOTHIN’ ON YOU by B.o.B
ALEJANDRO by Lady Gaga
I MADE IT (CASH MONEY HEROES) by Kevin Rudolf
BABY by Justin Bieber
KICK-ASS (WE ARE YOUNG) by Mika

Top 5 Games
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By Nicholas Darling-Filby & Paul Licata

				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Since Sega super stars tennis was realest on the market, sonic
and other Sega game characters have had nothing better to do. Until they
learned to drive karts that is!!! Manly a twin clone of Mario kart Wii it has
the same sort of power-ups to rid you of the competition. With all of the
Sega characters to drive and race you, you will just have the urge to just try
them all until you get the feel of every nook and cranny till you know where
the short cuts are and also play with your eyes closed. This will take you at
least 5-6 hours of play.							

				
				
				
				

For the Wii it has pretty good graphics and it can be a very enjoyable game. But battles with
monsters can be very difficult because monsters can be extremely high levels. This game can
be very difficult to control unless you have the Nintendo 64 controller.		
6.5/10

				
				
				
				
				
				

For the PC, it has the same mechanics as the Diablo series, the one down fall for this game
is the lack of the online multiplayer. There is a rumour that the creators are making a MMO
set in the torchlight universe. There is a lot of loot collect and that can be a really big prob
lem but you have a pet that can hold and sell your excess loot. It is a great game but the
multiplayer is a very big letdown. 						
9/10

				

				
				
				
				
				
				

7.5/10

The Nintendo DSi XL is the latest console to hit
the market with a large 4.2” screen (93% larger
than the DS Lite) with wider viewing with
uninterrupted viewing for all ages, includes a longer
stylus as well as a touch pen for use in the home,
also includes pre-loadedsoftware with all the
capabilities of the DSi with camera and the DSiWear.
DS Lite

Top 5 iTunes AppsBy Entertainment Crew

DSI XL

Exactly like Facebook Farm Ville, apart from the planting of Zombies and invading other farms. It is a very fun
game.
It is very familiar to the DS version returning to the old roots of the first GTA by going to bird’s eye view.
It is a kind of remake of Neversofts Guitar Hero only with three notes instead of five.

It is a really good game but the story is kind of a letdown and it is very quick to play.

Is a first person shooter, the co-op is much more fun than the single player because you can verse other people
through the internet. Pro isn’t as good as the Co-op version but the game play is good.

Lakes News

By Tyler Patrick & Aleisha Perrotta

A very big Thank-you to everyone who auditioned for the production. It was a very difficult process and unfortunately there was not a place for all of you. Congratulations to the students who successfully have a role in the
musical production “The Lake.” We look forward to working with you to make this a wonderful production for 2010.
If your name appears on the following lists you must attend the info session on Friday the 7th of May at lunchtime.
Thanks...........
Britanie Burns		
Jessy Parsons		
Tenile Jaruis		
Michiko Fordman
Hayley Conron		
Shannon Sloan		
Cheree Musico		
Jayme Clarence		
Danielle De Lorenz
Courtney Musico
Jessica Nedanoski
Tayla Hardiman		
Mollie Swainger		
Daisy Angelouski
Kayla James		
Vittoria Gatto

Jasmin Hallett		
Cherie Hallett		
Bianca Ritchie		
Bree Jackson		
Ben Blackney		
Jordon Bisiagno		
Eden Stotogie		
James Stisoijouski
Jack Moroney		
Zachary Bowen		
Dean Boyle		
Jake Muzzie		
Lachlan Chiswell
Monica Muleta		
Gemma Edgell		

Bree Preece
Duncun Ferguson
Zac Townend
Anthony Bournakas
Kelly Hemsley
Sofie Holland
Jay Kobinah
Briong Wandin
Ani Parasher
Jemma Craig
Keisha Amoah
Tayla Simpson
Awek Dut
Jessica Newman
Luana Angelouski

----------------------------------The canteen now has scones with jam for $1.50 or you can get cream for 50c extra.
There is also custard cups which are $1.20 you can get chocolate, banana or vanilla, and you can get them hot or
cold.
And there now is popcorn for 80c per bag. Thanks.........
By Tyler Patrick & Aliesha Perrota

